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5 REASONS FOR CH OOSING
A NOH O PREFAB ST UDIO
Working with our architects.
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ARE YOU BUYING AN OFF THE
SHELF GRANNY FLAT?
HOW DO YOU KNOW THIS
BUILDING IS RIGHT FOR YOUR
SITE + LIFESTYLE?
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A great building must begin with the immeasurable, must go through measurable means when it is being
designed, and in the end must be unmeasured. Louis Khan.

'The 5 Reasons For Choosing A Noho Pre-fab Studio' presents
valuable insight into the world of good design combined with the
latest prefabricated construction techniques.
Justine Money is founder and principal architect at noho
architecture. Justine shares her knowledge of creating liveable,
viable and enjoyable spaces. She is committed to creating
structures that are bespoke and ecologically sustainable.
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BESPOKE
WORKING WITH AN ARCHITECT
SUSTAINABILITY
PREFABRICATED CONSTRUCTION
AUSTRALIAN MADE
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BESPOK E
- Individu ally
tailored dwelling s
for your lifestyle .
- Individu ally
tailored to respond
to your site.
- Individu ally
tailored with finishes
and fittings to suit
your style and
lifestyle .
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WORKING WITH AN ARCHITECT
A design architect will be
managing your project from
inception to completion.
A design architect will help create
a brief to ensure the design suits
your lifestyle + budget.
A design architect will take you
through the process of selectiong
materials, fittings + fixtures to
ensure styling and function suit
your needs.

WORKING WITH

A design architect
yourproject from incept

A design architect will
toensure the design su

A design architect wil
theprocess of selectiong
+fixtures to ensure styling

A design architect w
youthroughout the pr

A design architect will be available
to you throughout the project as a
point of contact.
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The Sun does not realise how wonderful it is until
after a room is made.
Louis Kahn
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SUSTAINABILITY
The noho prefab studio is an ecologically sustainable
product.
Sustainable building materials:
We use materials that reduce environmental impact,
yet are durable for longevity.Timber is our primary
building material, it is generally considered to have
excellent environmental credentials. Timber reduces
the amount of C02 in the atmosphere until it decays or
is burnt.
Sustainable building form:
We design for climate,
We design for physical and social environment,
We design for time - day/night | summer/winter |
changing needs of ageing occupants,
We design to maximise cross-ventilation,
We design to insulate - floor, wall + roof insulation, can
also create green roof options.
Renewable energy options:
PV panels can be integrated into the project to harvest
energy from the sun and saved to a power battery.
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PREFABRICATED CONSTRUCTION
Why we use prefabricated construction:
SPEED - Off-site fabrication process can take place at the
same time as site is being prepared, reducing the
construction period.
CLEAN - Limited on site wet trades, as this is done in the
factory.
SAFETY - Health and safety is easier managed in the
factory environment. Construction elements can be raised
to reduce bending and workers are not working under the
sun.
QUALITY - The factory controlled process makes quality
control easier to manage. All building work is under cover
so all building parts are protected from the elements.
SUSTAINABILITY - Construction waste is minimised due to
managed material flow. Pre-planned assembly and
disassembly can reduce the environmental impact of the
construction process.

People ignore design that ignores people.
- Frank Chimero
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AUSTRALIAN BUILT
Our building company is based north of
Sydney and holds 30 years of experience
in prefabricated building.
It is wholly Australian owned company +
our product is proudly Australian made.
The buildings are quality assured by
construction specialists.
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WHO IS NOHO ARCHITECTURE?
Noho architecture is an architecture firm that focuses on
residential design with an inherent focus on sustainable
design and pre-fabrication construction.
If you would like to learn more about the Noho architecture
pre-fabrication range or would like assistance with a
renovation project please give us a call or just flick an email.
noho architecture
noho@noho.com.au
+61412564418
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